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BLOCKADE IN THE
MEDIATION MAY

of the vanquished vessel, who cam
mltted suicide.
Constitutionalists picked up after
the sinking of the Tampico, will not
he turned over to the federal authorities at Mazatlan, the Jitirreros offi
cers having decided to spare their
lives.
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The constitutionalists have evacu
June 18.-- The
Niagara Falls, Ontario,
ated
Piedras island, in Mazatlan harto
answer of the United States
a bombardment by the
delebor,
fearing
Mexican
the statement of the
Guerrero. So far, however, no bomthat
conference
gates to the peace
for bardment has been made.
Insistence on a constitutionalist
The Pacific; Mail steamer, City of
tantabe
would
provisional president
Para, northward bound, is due here
mount to abetting and even exacting tomorrow.. It will
pick up at Mazat
fraud and violence at the elections, lan a
number of passengers, inlarge
Justice
by
was being prepared today
made cluding many Americans. They will
Uunar and was expected to be
be carried out to the steamer by boats
public before night..from the American warships.
Although the American delegates
, Romance's Bitter Eending
were not offended at the publication
Malpico, who committed
was
Captain
there
of the Mexican statement,
the constitutionalist gunafter
suicide
motive for
much, speculation as to the
had
been
boat
sunk, was the officer
The
time.
making it public at this
who
the
turned
Tampico over to the
Mr.
statement, which was issued by
several months ago.
constitutionalists
memoa
of
Rabasa, was a paraphrase
Aa a lieutenant in the Mexican navy
deleAmerican
randum given to the
made known Malpico commanded the Tampico,
gates last Friday. It waB
answer- which was a federal gunboat, stationed
that the American delegation
at Mazatlan. He was In love with the
memoran-dued almost immediately the
handsome daughter of a civilian in
The
received from Mr. Rabasa.
constitutionalist councils and the
the
the Amresponse was considered by
of the Tampico was made
surrender
deerican delegates as an adeauate
the price of her hand by the damassumhad
fense of tbe position they
At jilght,.. Lieutenant
new sels .father.
ed" toward the establishment of a
out to sea end turned his
Malpico
put
provisional government. .
command over to the enemy. NatIt is said that the Mexican delega- urally, he expected no leniency from
tion had not taken into consideration his former superiors when they capno
the fact the United States had
tured him yesterday.
and
Mexico
of
-- candidate
for president
would
that under no circumstances
Washington Doubtful .
the American government be a party
June 18. While ad- Washington,
to any influence on the elections of
for a
any country.. Its preference
(Contlinned on Page Five.)
constitutionalist for provisional president was wholly based on. the
that a man' from that part must SAYS EMPRESS HAD
be taken to insure the disarmament
would
of all factions that otherwise
BAD STEERING GEAR
government
Mexican
new
menace the
conto
the
not
man
satisfactory
a
t
stitutionalists should be installed in
'

con-victi-

IS
COMMISSION
STARTLED BY NEW TANGENT
OF EVIDENCE

INVESTIGATING

Quebec, June li.C.
counsel for the owners oi the collier
Sitorstad, which rammed hnd sank
the Empress of Ireland in the St.
Lawrence river, with the loss of more
than a thousand lives, today startled
the commission, which is investigating the disaster, with a statement that
word had reached him that on the
nieht of the disaster the steering
gear of the Empress of Ireland was
disabled. He had been so informed,
he said, by K. M. Galway of the Em
press about to depart for England.
Lord Merzey, chairman of the court
of inquiry, Immediately took a hand
in the proceedings and it was said
Galway would be called as a witness
thia afteraoon
Galway was on the
bridge at the time of the accident and,
according to Haifa statement, said
the Empress'' steering gear was jam
med.
Captain Kendall of the Empress
called to the stand," repudiated Gal- way's story, as did Chief Engineer
Sampson. Captain Walsh, marine superintendent of the Canadian Pacific
railroad, owners of the Empress, de
nied any attempts had been made to
get Galway out of the country.
When the hearing was resumed after luncheon recess, James Francis
Galway whose accusation Haight had
related took the stand.
He said that he had made certain
about the steering gear of the
claims
Arrives
Gunboat
Federal
On Board United States Ship Cali Empress to Haight at the suggestion
a sailors and
fornia, Mazatlan, Mexico, June 17 (by of the representative of
wireless to San Diego, Cal, June 18.) firemen's union, whose names ha did
Guerrero, not know. He contended that the
The federal gunboat
which sank the constitutionalist gun Empress sheered around in opposition
boat Tampico today, arrived at Mazat-la- n to her helm when coming up the St
this afternoon with her colors at Lawrence and while on her last trip
half mast in honor of Captain Malpico westward.
S.

Haight of
.

;
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GRATEFUL

FOR

HOSPITALITY

Redding, Calif., June 18. The eighth
eruption of Mount Lassen Bince it last
became active on May 30, was dis- AND POSES FOR PICTURE SHAKING HANDS WITH LORD '
tinctly visible here at noon today, notobBERESFORD
withstanding a thick haze that

,,-

!Wf

HAS TWO CRATERS

scured the outlines of the mountain,
50 miles away;
There was IHtledought today that
seemed to be no- - doubt today that
Mount lessen is now smoking from
two craters the original vent near
the summit, from which all the serious eruptions since May. 30 have
broken out, and a new blow hole on
the south slorle.
The new vent was first reported two
days ago. Today a telephone message
from a house 25 miles from Mount
Lassen that dense smoke was pouring
from the south slope. Since the violent eruption of last Sunday nobody
has ventured to explore the volcano
atove the, timber Jine.

-

'

Eagle Pass, Tex., June 18. That
General Villa has presented an ulti
matum to General Carranza, demanding the absolute separation of the civil
and military branches of the constitue
tionalist government,' was the
of dispatches received at constitutionalist headquarters in Piedras
Negras today. A committee of three
officers was said now to be ii conference with General Carranza at
presenting General Villa's plan.
offi
According to constitutionalist
cials at Piedras Negras, his plan Is as
follows:
"First, Villa to have complete con
trol of the army ana to direct the mil
itary policy without In terference,
while Carranza is to have control of
the civil government and foreign rela
tions.
Second, Villa agrees to recognize
Carranza as his supeprlor, provmeu
Crranza accords him recognition as
supreme military chief.
Third, the promotion of officers and
the..iisposition jdL theirC(WiVftn(V9;jQ
be in Villas hands.
Constitutionalist's expressed their
belief that If these demands were
granted, General Villa would proceed
with the campaign and take personal
command of the forces in tne neia.
Otherwise, they said, they thought he
would persist in his resignation and
retire to Chihuahua to await suchl
time as he could serve the constitutionalist cause without friction.
The third clause of Villa's alleged
ultimatum was accepted here as a
direct answer to General Carranza's
compromotion of General Natera to
mand the division of the center, and
his resulting disastrous attack on Za- H ,
catecas..
Paseual Morales, chief Of staff to
General Jesus Carranza, commander
forces at
of the ''constitutionalist
NHievo Laredo, left for Monterey
Information concerning his mission' Was' refused but was said to be
due to orders from Monterey. General Carranza Is a brother of the
first chief of the constitutionalists.
sut-stanc-

Sal-tlll-

.

WOMEN'S CONVENTION OVER
Chicago, June 18. With the conven
tion of the general Federation of
Women's clubs concluded, the general
council of that body met today. As
a result, state- federations will bo allowed to vote on two Important questions! The first, is whether to amend
'

.

the constitutipijjfplvide the- - govern-iii- g
'body's? ftie' feafratiori" Into atfVfcf '
per and a lower house; the Becond,
looking to a more equitable territorial
distribution of directors, suggests
that the country be divided Into eight
districts, each of which shall elect
one director. At present there are
six directors, four of whom reside in
the middle west.

FRENCH

DEPUTIES
ACT UP BAD

.

FACTIONAL FIGHT STIRRED
BY SOCIALISTS CAUSES
SUSPENSION

UP

j

CITY EDITION

I

ROOSEVELT

VILLA ISSUES

'

some-name-

18,

CARRANZA

.

place of Huertai.
American Attitude
The position of the American government Is that an agreement between the United States and Huerta
unon a neutral would be valueless
constitutionless the great body of
alist troops were ready to accept him.
The Mexican delegates" refuted the
"
miggestion made in some Quarters that
the issuance of their statement was
a defense which anticipated the future of Ihe negotiations. They said
of
they l'onestly felt an expression
be
ap
publicly
their opinion might
proved and this would lnnuence
American government
When informal conferences are resumed' tomorrow on the return of minde- ister Naon of Argentine it will be
in
whether"
view
finitely determined
conof the past disagreements, the inde-finite
for
should
prolonged
ferences
offered
names
of
consideration
or wheby the two sets of delegates
an
agreeof
ther there is a chance
ment" if the mediators should submit
s
they nave in reserve.
Executions Rumored
The Mexican delegates gave out a
report from their consul at El Paso,
officlaiming that about 25 Carranza
cials were shot by Villa's men in connection with the forcible seizure of the
..business offices of the constitutionalist government at Juarez, and that
a number of women had been placed
In jail there, along with the men taken.

JUNE

TELEGRAPH SERVICE

tion of the bank I'i president and vice
fend, have exercised
the
AN presidentcontrol
OUT
active
an4, management. Further, the bill" declares the securities
set forth of doubtful value or of no
TO value are largely securities of corporations owned or controlled by Lorfr
mer and Munday, or either."
The bill names tbe stokholders as
party defendants and asks the court
to enforce their stock liability and deMILITARY LEADER
WILLING TO clares that the officer and directors SAYS HE WILL NOT BE CANDIof the bank were culpably negligent
DATE FOR GOVERNOR OF
RECOGNIZE LATTER AS
and therefore litfile to the depositors
EMPIRE STATE
CIVIL CHIEF
and creditors for all losses sustained.
The People's bank in East Alton,
ABILITY 111., one of the chain of Munday banks, THROAT IMPROVING SLOWLY
HIS
DISTRUSTS
was closed today by a receiver ap
pointed by the federal 'district court LEADER
AC at
OF ARMAGEDDON HAS
IF TERMS ARE ACCEPTED
Springfield,' 111. The bank. Is capi
CHILL
ON TENDER EN
TIVE CAMPAIGN WILL BE
a
There
25,000.
talized at f
has been
"
ROUTE TO STEAMER
run on the bank since Monday.
CONTINUED

Captain Malplco formerly was a
lieutenant iu the Mexican navy and
toward he and his men the Guerrero's
HUER-Tcrew
entertain a Brotherly reeling.
WHO SHOULD SUPERCEDE
The
United
States cruiser New OrIN
IS STUMBLING BLOCK
leans and the destroyer Perry, which
CONFERENCE
witnessed the battle and aided in rescuing members of the Tampico's crew,
arrived here with .the Guerrero, the
BE
MUST
New Orleans having six wounded moo
from the Tampico aboard.
STAND
WASHINGTON WILL NOT
Captain of Tampico Suicides
TO
When
FREE
the Tampico began to sink
NOT
ONE
ANY
FOR
and a number of the
Captain
Malpico
INTERESTS
ALL
ACT FOR
crew attempted to escape in a launch.
The Guerrero gave chase, but did uot
FOR
CARED
fire on the boat, which was soon over REVERSES WEREUNNECESSARY
SURVIVORS WELL
hauled and captured. As the launch
ARMY AGAINST
TO was being brought alongside the Guer- THE WORLD-OLWILL NOT BE TURNED OVER
rero Captain Malpico committed sui
LOOSE IN .
FIGHT
STATE
PRIScide. His dying request that his body
FEDERALS, THOUGH
"
MEXICO
be buried at Mazatlan will be honor
ONERS OF WAR
ed.

WIF3E

Southampton, June 18. "I will
make just' one reference to politics;
I will, not ruu for governor of New
York." Colonel Roosevelt today momentarily broke his rule in regard to
politics in order to make this declaration while he was proceeding on
board the tender to embark on the
i
Imperator for New York.
Colonel Roosevelt suffered from a
sharp attack of chills on board the
tender. It was the first occasion on
which he had felt the chill since he
left New York, and he explained that
it was merely a recurrence of the effects of the jungle fever, which was
to be expected..
The colonel declined assistance and
crossed the gangplank to the liner
unaided, but he retired immediately
to the Imperial suite on the Imperator, which had been assigned to him
and his cousin, Philip J. Roosevelt.
Emphasis wa laid bv Phillip Roosevelt on a statement that the colonel
wag not suffering from any disease of
the Jarynx, but from weaknessA which
from the platforms of trains and sim-

ilar exposed places. He Baid,.. however,, the colonel expected to fill an
engagement in Pittsburgh, June 30.
His great desire, however, In the
meantime, was for a period of home
life at Sagamore Hill, during, which
he could rest his voice and forego
politiesi
, The
first to greet the colonel was
Lawrence, .Abbott, wfto told Mr. Roosevelt that he was going to Interest him
in golf, but Colonel Roosevelt replied
that he1 did not feel like chasing a piH
over a ten acre lot
'

I
British Courtesy Appreciated
London, June 18 When Cojonel
Roosevelt arrived att.Waterloo station
today to take the steam train tor
Southampton on, his, return trip to the
United States a Urge crowd of. friends
had gathered "to, .bid'.him farewell."
Among them were Walter Hines Page,
the American ambassador, with the
staff: of the embassy, and Admiral
Lord Charles Beresford..
Colonel Roosevelt, who has arrang
ed to embark on the Imperator, was
In a very cheerful rftood. He said to

the de'rlni'int of the small operators.
Mr. Ownbey did not suggest any
remedy for the conditions he outlined
but asked that the president confirm
bis statement by the military com
manders in Colorado and find some
means for settling the difficulty.
Mines Inactive
Denver, June 18. Information was
given out today at the state mine inspector's office that 19 mines in the
coal districts have been closed since
fhe strike began and are now inoper
ative.. Six of these mines belong to
the Colorado Fuel and Iron company,
two to the. Victor American company
and two to the Rooty Mountain Fuel
company, tbe largest companies op
erating in Colorado. The others are
properties,' of
Independent
concerns
Eight of the mines closed are locat
ed in Ia Animas county, according
to the mine inspector's report. The
mines now inoperative In the various
counties follow:
Las Animas StarkviHe, Santa Fe,
Bowen, Empire, Thora, Southwestern,
Woottou and Majestic.
Fremont Rock vale, Coal Creek and
d

,

t,

y

1
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NICARAGUAAGENf
EXPLAINS THE
TREATY
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELA
TIONS SUBJECT HIM TO A
SCORCHING

BRYAN

j

EXAMINATION

IS QUESTIONED

ALSO

SENATORS

TRY TO DETERMINE
IF PACT IS IN INTEREST
'
OF CORPORATIONS

ANXIOUS

FOR

RATIFICATION

NATIVE

WANT AMERICAN PRO.
TECTORATE OVER REPUBLIC, 13 REPORT

Fremont

Washington, June 18 The proposed
Gunnison Crested Butte.
treaty with Nicaragua granting the
Huerfano Pictou, MaiMand, Plnon, United States inter-oceacanal and
Rockland, Mutual, Gordon and McNal- - naval base concessions for- - a $3,000,-00- 0
iy.
payment, and proposing the extension of a protectorate over that
MINNESOTA PRIMARIES
republic, was again discussed today
une 18. Belated by the senate
St. Paul, Minn.,
foreign relations comreturns today from Minnesota's state mittee.
wide primary electron .swelled Dan
Secretary
Bryan and Charles A.
iel Lawler's lead over Congressman Douglass, attorney for the
Nicarguaa
W. H. Hammond to nearly 1,500 votes government, further
explained the
in the contest for the democratic gub- terms of the treaty and answered
W. E. Lee's
ernatorial nomination.
questions. A sharp fire of questions
Eberhardt was directed at
over
Governor
majority
Douglas to develop
was Increased by late returns and most whether the main purpose of the
pact
of the governor's supporters conceded was to continue the
present Nicaru
his defeat
agtuan government in power and to
show whether there was any relation,
HEINZE DYING
between that government and AmeriNj?w York, June 18. F. Augustus can bankers.
Heinze. the copper magnate, Ist dying
Mr. Douglas
explained that tre
at his home in thia city, according to people of Nicaragua desired the ratia statement made In court today by fication of a treaty with such a
his counsel, William Travers Jerome.
to prevent further revolution;
7ur. Jerome appeared in an attempt and establish a
permanent and stab:!
to reopen tile case in which a judg- government. H
agreed that It wob'-tend to preserve In power,'for""th
"r
, .
against his' client. ....
present a least Uw
4-now in office.
PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTEES
Senator Smith of Michigan brought
June ,18. President out that 51 per cent of the stock
Washington,
of
Wilson today nominated! Henry Ger-- the Nicaraguan railroad
had been
harz, of Billings , Mont., to be sur bought by American bankers for
veyor general of Montana, and Fran
and that the other 49 per cent
cis H. Selhorst of Gleenwood Springs has been hypothecated for a like sum.
to be received of public moneys at The committee did not complete its
Glen wood Springs, Colo.
examination.
Dr. Douglass and Mr.
Bryan will return Monday to give
further testimony.
n

gur.--an.-

ty

-

i

.

BAD AUTO ACCIDENT

DEPRESSION'
June 18. President;
Washington,
Wilson told callers today that in
making publio letters earlier n the
week to emphasize llis view that a
"pgehological depression" was being created, he did so without the
thought of influencing congress on the
legislative program, but solely to Inform the public of the method of being
pursued Ivy those opposed to the ad
ministration's program. The president
recognized the right" of all to
said,
opinions on the subject. He added
that his, mall every day brought
of prosperity throughout the
country.
The president said he had receivedencouraging reports on" the prospects
for an early passage of the trust bills1
through the senate and that there
were numerous indications that the
bills will get the support of a num
ber of republicans.
"PSYCHOOLOGICAL

IN THE CANYON
ROAD SLIPS FROM UNDER MA
CHINE, WHICH TURNS FOUR

SOMERSAULTS

Paris, June 18. Paul Deschanel, the
While endeavoring to turn an. au
president of the chamber of deputies,
around on the scenic hightomobile
the
of
the
sittings
today suspended
'12 o'clock). this morning,
about
way
chamber because of the tumult raised
"
a rancher from Wat-rouVvilliam
Charles,
members.
by the socialist
son
of the leading New
a
and
Binder had deCharles Maurice
narrowly escaped
York
grocer,
to
city
fixed
discuss
manded that a day be
'
death when the car slipped from the
what caused portions of the streets
RECEIVERS APPLIED FOR
highway and with leaps and bounds
Chicato, June 18. Application for a of Paris to fall in during the rainstarted over the embankment. The
Trust
15.
Rene
In
Street
storm
of June
reply
receiver for the LaSalle
:
the
Lorlmer-Mun-da- y
reporters
machine, a Hupmobile belonging to
the minister of public works,
and Savings bank, the
I hava en the Las Vegas Motor Car company,
the
Tell
people
English
Attor-nein
was
progsaid a thoroagh inquiry
bank, was made today by
and fully appreciate the turned over four times before Charles
General P. J. Lucey in the Cook ress, but the results of the investi- joyed myself
treated by everybody. managed to jump from the can. He
I
been
have
sev-erway
county circuit court. The petition gation would not be available for
I was particularly pleased with the suffered a number of scratches and
state
the
of
on
the
report
was based
days',
shown me when. I addressed sprains, and, it is feared, internal inbank examiner showing a depleted
Deputy Joseph Lasles declared be courtesy
the
Geographical society.'"
Royal
assets.
to
the
juries.
wish
bank
populamot
did
frighten
condition of the
As the train steamed out of the
Charles was driving over the highThe petition, which was filed in the tion of Paris, but the union for a long
was taken or
nhotoeranh
a
station
unJ.
certain
James
way, with Iiss Ethel Crawford of the
time had been denouncing
name of the state auditor,
Colonel Roosevelt and Lord Charles Harvey house, and wnen they neared
done.
as
Circuit
Judge
works
before
badly
taken
was
derground
Brady,
hands. Mrs. Nich the high point decided to turn. The
toNumerous other deputies wanted to Beresford shaking
Windes, who set the hearing for
remain in Eng place he selected seemed wide enough
will
morrow. "Based, on . the report of D. speak, but the chamber voted to post olas Longworth
week.
another
land
and the car might have made the
V. Harkin, bank examiner, who. closed pone the debate until June 26, whereturn had not part of the highway
a
raised
socialists'
extreme
last
Friday,! upon the
the La Salle Street bank
in. Miss Crawford left the car
PRESIDENT SEES OWNBY
caved
institu-- ' great clamor, beating the desks and
the
recites
that
the petition
18.
A.
J.
Ownby,
June
Inthe attempt to turn around
before
The
fust
voices.
Washington,
yelling at the top of their
tion is "wholly and irretrievably
coal opera- was Btarted and was uninjured.
and
reIndependent
on
representing
his
then
a
hat
of
put
the
appointment
president
solvent and
in Colorado, told President WilAlthough the accident occurred
ceiver is Immediately necessary to closed the sitting, his action being tors
other
and
12 o'clock Charles was not re
Rockefeller
large
son
the
about
of
the
assets
the
dep
the
for
majority
conserve the remaining
applauded by
at- moved to a
not
were
state
in
the
interests
hospital until after 1. Miss
benefit of the. depositors and credit- uties present.
the strike because Crawford hurried to the nearest teleto
settle
tempting
ors."
-- L
small concerns were being driven out phone, about three miles from the
,
The document lists the assets and
business.. He told the president scene of the accident, and informed
of
I
liabilities of the bank and declares
federal troops were being used to Dr. H. A, Miller, physician at the San
the
I
CONGRESS
IN
asTODAY
accorded
the
that the book values
ta Fe hospital, who made a hurried
assist the large operators.
I
sets, particularly bonds held and outr
-- l
the
to
,
who
brought
yas
Ownbey,
trip to the scene.
their
standing loans, greatly exceed
Owen, deSenator
noon.
House
White
at
Met
By the time Dr. Miller reached the
by
the
Senate:
listed
bonds
Of
value.
by
actual
mmes place, Charles, with the assistance of
emau
ot
tne
Indian
on
mmt
the
clared
tha
was
resumed
Debate
banks as worth $917,663, the petition
to
sftrsbv. had managed
were forced to close at the beginning
are of appropriation bill.
declares that only $255,385
After
had
the
federal
of
and
highway,
reach
troops
the
of
strike
top
harbors
th,e
appropriation
Rivers and
value.
call prevented any mines from being re- a hasty examination he was hurried
The petition sets out that WMlliam bill was favorably reported to be
next week.
opened and kept new miners from fo the Santa Fe hospital.
Lorimer, who occupied, a seat in the ed for disposal
noon.
The automobile was smashed in
Met
at
coming into the field. While such
House:
United States senate when he entered
to restore such a way that no part ot it can be
Intended
were
measures
on
was
the
resumed
sundry
B.
Debate
Charles
the banking business, and
bill.
peace, he said, they were resulting tc used again.
Munday have been since the founda- civil appropriation
.

PICNIC day tomorrow,
and three big dolnga la
the
Some
evening.
town.

.

"BACK TO AFRICA"
v
Galveston, Texas, June ,13. The
steamship Liberia, on which Alfred C.
Sam, leader of the "back: to Africa'
movement . among' negroes of this
country proposes, to take several hundred negroes to the Gold coast of
Africa, arrived here today. The sr.
rival of the vessel was the oc.'&'uon
for much rejoicing among several
hundred followers of "Chief' Sam,
who have been here several months.
It is not known when the Liberia will
sail for Africa. "Chief Sam is said
to beon board.
BORDEN

DIVORCE

AGAIN

New York, June 18. Gail Borlf
the millionaire milk dealer, wis s rv
with a summons and complaint tort
in the action for divorce in u'u1
'
by Mrs. Helen M. Borden. Tl p
Ca
a
in
was recently filed
court Tbe complaint c' v ' J
tion. Mr. Borden mid 1
be able to answer it in j '
he was going to Fnror,
1

1

1

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, THURSDAY,

FEAR

FELT

KARLUIv

THAI

IS

LOST

JUNE

18,

1914.

fcackland, of Seattle, one of the test Park. In the RIto oe los Frijoles, a cliff dwellings. filorleta battle field
known of Arctic naglvators, whose lodging camp ha been already estab and other interesting places.
schooner Trana was crushed by the lished and the roads in question would
ice and sunk near Point Barrow last cost no more than the road in the Don't Lose Sleep Coughing at Night
Take Foley's Honey and Tar Com
summer, fears that the Karluk's sides Mesa Verde, exoept that a suspension
were not strong enough to Withstand bridge would have to be thrown over pound. It glide . down your throat
the squeeze of the ice. The Fram, the White Rock canyon, which in It- and spreads a healing, soothing coathe says, is built with a hull that would self would be a notable tourists at ing over the inflamed tickling surface.
be heaved up by tne Ice closins upon traction. By direct route the proposed That's Immediate relief. It loosens
tt, whereas the Karluk might be de- park is less than 18 miles from Santa up the tightness in your chest, stops

ro city schools, has already gone to
work to make the Socorro schools the
equal of those at Santa Fa, He has
started proceedings to built a $2,500
addition to the high school building,
which Is to have manual training and
domestic slence quarters and will introduce the national system of industrial education, which is the system
used by the Santa Fe schools.
stuffy wheezy breathing, eases disMiss Manette Myers, supervisor of
tressing, racking, tearing coughs. Chil- Industrial education, left today for
dren love it Refuse any substitutes. Albuquerque, Los Lunas and Socorro,
Contains no opiates. O. G- Schaefer to address tbeachers' institutes.
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

Lea VodVjLoadinaStoro

&.&osenumfi(s Son
EaUUuhed

tea

South SidoPloja

Where
Quality

Mttts rice

Generally Fair Tonight and Friday.

'
Fe and less than 40 miles from Albu
stroyed in such a grip.
The Arctic shore is patrolled by Es querque. As it is, the park la aoces- THOUGHT
EXPEDITION
ARCTIC
kimo hunters during the summer, and ible by good wagon roads but the
TO HAVE BEEN CAUGHT IN
ICE DRIFT
wreckage from the Karluk, If any proposed government road would take
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THOUGH, THAT NEW
LINES MAKE BRITISH CON.
TENDER FORMIDABLE

ADMITTED,
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With the three
, New York, June 18.
America's cup defense yachts. Resolute, Vanitle and Defiance, engaged in
Almost daily test races, and Sir Thomas Llpton'ai challeger Shamrock IV
preparing to sail for America, interest
In the coming international races for
the famous yacht trophy Is Increasing rapidly. The status and racing
ability of the three American sloops
are fairly well established but the
full possibilities of the Nicholson
will- - not be known until she can
be seen in practice off Sandy Hook.
Her description as cabled from England points to a yacht which depart
from many of the orthodox canons of
eloop building. Many yachtsmen believe that Designer Nicholson with
his radical innovations has produced
a boat that will prove extremely formidable. This belief increases the
Interest with which Shamrock IV is
awaited on this side of the Atlantic,
and raises the" question again as to
wnetner tne cup commiuiee wm
the challenger to be towed at any
time during the long ocean voyage
which is to be soon undertaken.
The same question is agitating English yachting circles and there is
much, discussion in ooth clubs and
public prints regarding this important
angle of the cup contest The impression prevails abroad that the New
York Yacht club committee is opposed to granting permission to tow
and while the matter is under
neither the challenging or
defending clubs will state their of
ficial attitude in the matter. Basing

loses her momentum, when it tautens
again and another jerk gives the ves
sel a plunge forward again, and so the
towing proceeds. With the slightest
swell on matters are made much
worse, and no attempt to tow a vessel against a head sea is to submit
her to a much more serious buffeting
than she would receive In sailing.
on the
"Mr. Nicholson, speaking
subject, said the question of towing
had not troubled him at alL Any
vessel so weakly constructed as to
be unable to make the passage under
sail would stand a poor chance of
arriving on the other side under

J

191.

(FHREi

'

KmmS:

tow."

Another feature of the cup rules
which does not appeal to the average Englishman is that which permits the defender to Increase her
waterline but does not extend the
same privilege to the challenger. On
this point another writer states:
"Apart from the troublesome delay
and attendant risk of crossing the
Atlantic under sail there la a further
point in the conditions of the race
framed by. the New York Yacht club
committee which appears to us most
unfair to the-- challenging yacht We
do not eay that the point is unfair in
the sence that the New York Yacht
has not the legal right to insist upon
it, because as that club holds the cup
and frames the rules It ia obvioua
that it can attach to it any conditions
it pleases. If the party contemplating
challenging does not like the condi
tions of course he need not compete.
We contend, however, that the following condition is unfair, Inasmuch as
It gives a better chance to the defender than it allows the challenger. The
challenger'a waterline length must not
exceed 75 feet. The defending yacht
!
is not bound by thia condition'; therefore, if it Is found that she would do
better with a little more ballast she
:
is alldwied to add the weight and Increase her waterllng to a certain percentage more than 75 feet
"Every yachtsman knows that in
I
ill n nn.imw.t fAH IVnJ certain cases if this
ll
privilege is aleuch permission will be granted re- lowed to the American yacht and
luctantly, if at all, the English yachts withheld from the British yacht it
man and writer holds that the restric- may be Immensely in favor of the
i
tion is one that handicaps the chal- former vessel. For example, suppose
lenger. That there are two sides to both yachts measured 75 feet and
the controversy, however, is shown Jn suppose both were of equal merit, but
the following article fey a well known both were rather crank and would go
all the better with a little more balEnglish yachting authority:
"It is very evident that consider last. Such a state of affairs is a very
able, misconception exists tin many coiamon one in yacht racing. The
quarters in regard to the efficacy of conditions of the race framed by tiie
LU.mi.IJI n.. n ... i
towing. During the time that the New York Yacht club allow the AmersjiS
V
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Jthe late Joseph V. Quawhea
senate
ot
B.
His
N.
near
the
Fredericton,
city
showed that there existed a wide thus increase her waterline over 75
was
rks
and again when Mr.
and
were
elected,
poor
extremely
parents
which
the
that
handicap
spread belief
feet; but they do not allow the Britwas
chosen
at the end of
LaFoilette
not
to
ac
was
able
young Stephenson
a vessel incurs in crossing the At ish yacht to do the same."
term.
eduSenator
more
an
Quarles'
than
elementary
quire
re
lantic would be very materially
Mr Stephenson came to the senate
duced tf allowed to tow. This is al
That the English are somewhat cation before he had to go to work
1907 to fill out the unexpired term
in
the
to
in
his
assist
parents
supporting
"together wrong. The one advantage prone to evolving rules which appear
of towing is that, In case of light to work hardships on foreign entrants family. When a mere lad he went to of Senator Spconer, who resigned.
was elected for the full term
winds, and calms, the time occupied can be seen from a glance at the reg- Bangor, Me., and a year later he Join- Later he
After his election charges
six
Wisof
ot
to
ed
wilda
years.
a
the
is
going
family
is
It
shortened.
rassaee
on the
ulations which govern the famous
were made by his political opponents
quite erroneous to suppose that the English Royal Henley regatta. Two consin to seek a new hornet,
The future senator worked hard and that' he had been elected as the result
crews are to row
permission to tow enables a vessel to American
"bemore lightly constructed. To be- in this greatest of all English rowing faithfully and at the age of 17 plowed of corruption. After a full Investigation of the matter the senate commit,
gin with, the permission only applies regatta July
when the Union Boat 13ft acres of land near JanesviUe,
to calm weather and no one respon club and Harvard second varsity Wis., and helped put in 400 acres of tee on privileges and elections reportsible for the vessel would desire to eights race against the best crews of wheat In the winter he went to the ed that the charges were not proven.
tow when there is anything of a the English isles. In order to be eli- lumber region and hauled logs with
Just What She Needed
breeze. Under certain conditions a gible to compete the present and for- a team of six oxen. In 1847 he was
is an old saying that "There
There
sub
is
vesstil of light construction
mer Harvard oarsmen had to certlty ipiacea in cnarga ox a lumoer caiuy
mitted to greater strain in towing that they were unoer the English def and in 1850 he engaged in the lumber is a remedy for every ill," It is somethan in sailing, and it is by no means inition which states that a competitor business on his own account. During times years before you find the rema comfortable means of progression is not an amateur in the Henley stew- the summer he sailed a vessel be- edy exactly Buited to your case. Mrs.
tween Milwaukee and Escanaba and Rachel Cribley, Beaver Dam, Ohio,
excepting in fine weather!
ards' eyes.
was sick for two years with stomach
"The reason for this is that in tow
"Who has ever been employed in or when winter came he returned to the
trouble and constipation,. She writes,
ing it is not one continuous strain. about boats, or in manual labor, tor hard work in the lumber camps.
so enthusiastic
a
'
It is absolutely necessary to have money or wages.
In 1857 Mr. Stephenson purchased My neighbors spoke
Tablet3 that I
Chamberlain's
of
tow-linally
otherwise
Jhere
or
very long
a quarter Interest in some lumber and
"Who is or has been by trade
them. A few
of
a
bottle
would be the probability of the vessel employment for wages, a mechanic, saw mills and later he acquired con- procured
me that
treatment
convinced
on
Progdays'
tow
the
in
tug.
running up
artisan or laborer, or engaged in any trol of the corporation, which was capwere just what I needed.
ress then is nothing more than a menial duty."
italized at $700,000. About the same that they
series of jerks. When the hayser Another restriction provides that time he became associated with Wil- I continued to use them for several
For sale
tautens the vessel receives a sudden "no
or
liam B. Ogden, Chicago's first mayor, weeks an d they clred me."
Adv.
crew shall be allowed to compete if in the Peshtigo Company, with a capi- by all dealers.
Mothers Tell
within four weeks prior to the com tal of $1,500,000 and built for it the
mencement of the regatta the crew largest woodenware factory in the
COUNTY TREASURIES
shall have been coached during any world.
or
man
was
controlled
or
Mr.
the first
Stephenson
practice in rowing,
ARE OVERFLOWING
directed in training by any person to tow barges on Lake Michigan. In
not considered an amateur oarsman, association with Jesse Spalding and
sculler and coxswain under the fore William Strong he organized and
THE EXPENbuilt the Sturgeon Bay canal, which NOTWITHSTANDING
going definition.
DITURES FOR SCHOOLS, MUCH
was afterwards sold to the governMONEY IS ON HAND
ment. u
Chamberlain's Tablets Unequaled
Ind.,
He was selected Vy the lumbermen
Mrs. Rose Green, Wabash,
Santa Fe, June 18. Never before In
Experience is or should be our best writes, "Recently I used two bottles of Wisconsin In 1867 to devise a plan
teacher. Women who have obeyed the
and found for running logs on the Menominee the history of the New Mexico have
Tablets
of
Chamberlain's
the
of
all
sacrifices,
noblest
and
highest
atruKEla for the life of others, should them splendid for stomach trouble and River and built the boom that handles county treasuries been as plethoric.
have a better idea of helpful Influence
In fact, I have never seen more logs than,any other in the world They are filled and running over bethan those who theorize from observation. constipation,
He became president of the Stephen cause of the administration ot thrift
At any rate when a prospective grand their equal." Sold by all dealers.
mother urges her daughter to do as she Adv.
son National Bank of Marinette and and public economy enforced since the
did to use "Mother's Friend," there is
head of several of the largest lumber inauguration of statehood and bereason to believe it the right sdVice.
"Mother's Friend" is an external ap.
OLDEST SENATOR'S BIRTHDAY
companies in the country. He placed cause the office of the traveling audi
plication for expectant mothers. Its purWashington, June 18. Senator Is-- the first steamboats on the rivers of tor has stopped the Juggling of funds.
pose Is to furnish nliancv to the muscles,
to take away the strain on the cords and aajc Stephenson ot Wisconsin, who Wisconsin and for many years has The traveling auditor today received
ligaments, to relieve the tension of nerves
has the distinction of being the old been interested In almost innumer the last of the county reports, that of
and tendons so apt to provoke or
nausea, morning sickness, twltch-iJn- est member of the United States sen able commercial and flnacial enter Bernalillo which, leads all other counof the limbs and so on.
birth- prises in Wisconsin and the neighbor- ties In the balance It reports on the
a ate, celebrated his eighty-fift- h
jv Although, in the nature of things,but
.woman would use "Mother's Friend"
Mr. Stephen- ing states.
last day of May $200,897.58.
today.
anniversary
day
(but rarely, yet so effective has it been
end
Stesenate
will
career
Senator
of
in
The
term
the
Altorrpther the county treasuries had
on
son's
Is
sale
public
found that this splendid remedy
fn most drug stores throughout the next March and it Is understood he phenson dates from 1866, in which $2,027,072.92 to their credit on June
United Bt.ites. It has benn prepared by
:Brtfleld Regulator Co., 406 Lamar Bid?., will not be a candidate for reelection. year he was elected to the Wisconsin 1, the largest balance ever reported.
Atlanta, Ga., and advertised by us for
The career of Senator Stephenson legislature. , In 1883 he was ejected Thi3 means that county tax rates can
ever forty years. This la a fine record
for such a special remedy and the grate- affords a striking illustration of what to congress and retired voluntarily be materially reduced next year, if
are Just as
ful letters received
be accomplished by enerey and after having served three terms. He the as"esFini? authorities do their
appreciative as were those of years ago may
notwithstanding that methods are sup- determination in the face of obstacles did muth to advance the political in- dntv. The counties are meeting their
posed to have greatly advanced. Ask at that many would regard insunnounU terests of Robert M, LaFolette and obligations promptly and their credit
the druij store for a bottle of ''Mother's
Friead." It is worth, while.
pMs. His birthplace was a small farm was a candidate for the United States is good. At the same time, more
yw-m-
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impetus which carries her along faster than her tug is traveling. The
hawser then slackens until the vessel
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money than ever is spent for the public schools, for good roads, for permanent improvements, all a sign of
progressiveness and real economy. As
to the balances on hand, seven coun
ties had more than $100,000, as fol
lows:
Bernalillo, $200,897.58; Colfar,
Grant, $153,868.44; Valencia,
$138,353.86; Dona Ana,
$126,922.41;
Socorro, $125,175.77; Chaves, $110,- $156,-077.4- 5;

409.47.

These seven counties have one-hal- f
of the total, the other 19 the other
half. There are 12 counties that report balances between $50,000 and
$100,000, as follows:
Mora, $72,258.39;

Guadalupe, $68,342.37; San Miguel,
$67,717.84; Torrance, $32,396.01;
$68,971.61; Rio Arriba,
Santa Fe, $58,024.00; Union,
$57,347.83; Eddy. 54,436.27; Quay, $53,
156.52; Roosvelt, $53,150.21.
'
Seven counties have less than $50,-00- 0
surplus in their treasuries, but
none has less than $25,000. These
seevn tail end era as far as wealth is
concerned are:
Curry, $47,647.69; Sandoval,
Sierra, $38,838.31; Otero,
Taos, $29,442.39; Otero, $28,
397.95; San Juan, $26,610.08.
The last six named counties togeth
er have only as big a surplus as Bernalillo, the smallest of the 26 has to
its credit.
y,

$58,-618.8-

mine whether or not the land In question is mineral land, and was known
to contain mineral on June 20, 1910,
the date of the act of congress, other
wise known aa the enabling act, which
32
to tha atatjt aAotinn 9.
in every township not mineral, settled upon or otherwise appropriated.
The etate takes the position that the
land department has no Jurisdiction
but that the question ia wholly one
for the courts to hear and determine.
But the land office holds: No rights
to mineral lands have vested in the
etate nor has the United States by
the said grant vested a fee simple
title in all the land embraced in all
of the said sections which were appropriated or known and contemplat
ed to contain mineral on the date
aforesaid and such land Is subject to
disposition by the government. The
particular grant in question, so far
as it relates to such excepted or ex-- j
.

Will

4;

1

FT

empted land as contained in the act.
amounts merely to a declaration or
intention, and not to a complete do
nation or grant and although good
faith requires that ft be carried into
effect, some further act of the general government is necessary before
the legal title passes. The land department having full Jurisdiction over
the disposition of public lands, has
authority at any time before the passing of the legal title by any mode,
whether It be by patent or otherwise,
to inquire whether an entry (or
grant) is In conformity with law. It
is settled law that it devolves upon
the secretary of the interior to de
termine the character of the land and
the determination and Identification.
thereof by him, acting through ' the
commissioner of the general land office, is conclusive In any proceeding
tending to defeat such action Is Im
pliedly inhibited.
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headache, eour stomach, lazy liver,
The
sluggish constipated bowels.
pleasantest, surest, nicest laxative
you ever used. Tastes good like lemonade.
Acts promptly without pain
or nausea. Gives you the most satisfactory flushing you have ever had.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Dni?
Store. Adv.

SCHOOL

Drudgery fades to a memory when you banish the hot stpve,
ironing day,
heavy irons and many steps of the
,
by using the
ed

G--E

Electric Flaliron

''
Ironing becoracs an agreeable task because this iron concentrates the heat oh the work, without heating the hand,
and stays clean and smooth all the time. Your work is
finished quickly and easily with a G-- E Iron.
We will gladly demonstrate this household necessity for you.
Come and see our complete line of electrical goods.

LANDS ENTANGLED

Has Uncle
Santa Fe, June
Sam the right to withhold from New
Mexico school sections containing
coal deposits, "or mineral land? In a
test case judgment decided adversely
to the state by the federal land office
in an exhaustive opinion, the etate
through Land Commissioner R. P. Er-vten mamtainea uiai me iauu
ment is without authority to deter-- !

i
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First get the name down pat-t- hen
buy it of your druggist Just the
very best thing for constipation, sick
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Recently, the local medicos ran a
croscopio advertisement in a
and notwithstanding its
i'lnitesimal size many replies were
oeelved. Good work. But why was
it. stopped? Every family that settles
in Las Vesas is worth $10,000 to the
community.
:.i

o

Friday may be a doggone unlucky
day, but in the west all signs,
doctrines, and
lions, superstitions,
(sometimes) horse deals fail. Tomor
row, Friday, Las Vegas offers itself
Fiieli a multiplicity of events of note,
that it would stagger an eight day
clock to keep in the procession. Beginning with the picnic, an all day
joliy-up- ,
the festivities will close in
the evening with the Y. M. C. A. benefit, the recital of the pupils of E. E.
Wentworth Layton and the closing ex
ercises of Lore t to academy. Can you
beat it?
.,

j

,

l.M.C.

A. BENEFIT

Ratner than appeal to the business
men of Las Vegas for subscriptions
to defray the preliminary expenses of
Camp Montezuma, the Y. M. C. A. has
to
arranged a benefit minstrel sbo
toe given at the Browne Friday and
Saturday nights of this week, as previously announced in The Optic. Setthe
underlies
merit
that
ting aside the
motive of the effort, it la a good Bhow,
and considering the fact that this undertaking Is bringing to the city many
people who would not otherwise have
come, and not only the camp, hut Las
Vegas the city is being advertised ex
tensively in the publicity campaign
conducted for the camp by the asso- ";
elation, the residents o fthe town, who
eoent the price of the performance
many times over every day, would do
well to set aside the little amount
and remember tb date, and, above
,
ell, attend.;
All the local picture houses will set
aside the receipts of Friday night for
the benefit of tho camp fund, and
are to be highly commended for their
sacrifice and generosity. .
.

DAY OF REST
influence of the
The refreshing
weekly "day of rest" on a person subjected to the strenuous routine of a
busy life is a feature which he himself can duly appreciate in the effects of hie "feelings" and "spirits."
The efficiency of the working man,
the length of the working day, the
Interjection of pauses for rest in the
schedule of labor for persons of different ages and stations In life ques
tions of this sort are constantly arising for solution on a scientific basis.
Not only in the field of manual labor,
but also In the case of the school
child, the office boy, the factory girl,
the banker and the merchant, efficiency Is the keynote of the times.
Fatigue Is the' enemy of efficiency ;
and to .detect and compensate for or
overcome it, ia the fluty of those con
cerned with the promotion of human
:'
welfare.
In view, of this, says The Jouroa)
of the American Medical Association,
it is of more than passing interest to
know that Dr. Martin and some of his
associate In the laboratory of physiology at the Harvard medical Bchool
have been making a careful study of
the whole question of fatigue and efficiency from a physiological stand
point A long series of experiments
have been made on first year medical
students, who were following a regular routine of echool work during six
days of each' week. The routine was
interrupted toy the Sunday recess, an
Interval occupied variously by the
students, but in no case In precisely
the manner Of, the week days. The
daily observations madi on these
persons during several weeks show
that at the beginning of the week the
nerve reaction, tends to be high, that
from then until the end of the week
there is a fairly continuous decline,
and that following the interruption of
the routine by the Intervention of
Sunday, it returns to the original high
. .
point.
,At....;
The decline Is Interrupted as a
cumulative result of general fatigue
incident to routine. . What is even
more significant;' however, is th add
ed fact that a pronounced break in
the routine such as the "day of
rest" occasionemay bring about a
return of sentiveness to a high point
or. in other words, it restores the
nervous tone. Studies continued In
this direction should lead to some
useful connection regarding the max
imum of work, with respect to both
Its duration and type, that should determine the conditions under which
the organism of man may be maintained with depletion. Topeka State
Journal.

OH!

WOMAN

WEIGHTS OF GRAINS
Many times one wishes to know the
number of pounds to the bushel of
the various grains and seeds. While
these are easily obtainable yet at the
time wanted they are usually not at
hand. The following table of the
standard weights may be of use for
reference. There is a slight variation
from these weights In different states
but for the most part' are in general
use.
60
Wheat Oats
J
Barley
56
Rye
32
Louisiana)
Rye (in
56
Corn, shelled
5
cob
on
Corn,
4
.
Clover, red'
50
white
Clover,
Timothy .
14
Blue grass
50
Alfalfa
1
Herd or red top
45
Millet
Buckwheat
rr6ft ;'Beans (usually).
60
Peas (usually)
32-3- 5

43-5- 0

TOWN
DISCOVERY

OF

IMMENSE

NESS IS MADE

BY

BUSI-

THE

POLICE
New York, June 18. New York is
flooded with lottery tickets. .The East
side i especially agitated, for $10,000
in prizes was uistnuuieu in urni bw

tion last month, and, the news has
spread by word of mouth until practically every man, woman and child
has been told that an investment of
l may win the grand prize of JoO.OOO.
It 1a estimated that not less j.than
$100,000 a month is being drawn from
that part of the city to pay for lottery
Last month1 the East Bide
tickets
made a killing. Ten thousand dollars
Most ' of
was distributed In prizes.
these were $10; the largest was $1,000
and this was won by a woman. This
woman has plunged and staked $103
on tickets this month and as a result
the gambling spirit of the foreign population has bten aroused to the high
est pitch. Agents of the lottery com
panies expect business will be doubled
at least this month by the planting of
the tl 0.000 lr prizes. The business is
well organized !n New York. An East
side steamship agent and private banker is the general representative of
the lottery companies, leceiving his
advices from the headquarters of the
companies in Germany and Hungary
by cable! A printed circular apprisof the winnings
es all fQ
each monthr, and these are distributed
'
each month by the thousands about
the East side.-- - Last month's circular
was extremely sensational, giving the
'names of all the winners. These Vere
shown discreetly and the result was
an enormous demand for tickets. In
the meantime the postofflce authorities
are getting busy. Whether much business Is handled by mail Is nof. known.
The understanding Is thaV It is . alj
done by cable. The cable companies,
however, will come under the same
restrictions as the express companion,
sub-agen- ts

NIGHTS

LAUGH

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

19 6c

20

Benefit
Y. M. C. A. Camp
No.

1

Browne Theatre
(2 Nights)
A Snappy

MINSTREL SHOW
15

People

All the
Hold

Stage wilt

.

Johnny Burks,
Orriri
j
-

Blood

f.

and If It Is found they are handHK lslsnal a ten'ear oM Sirl tossed an
the business proceedings will be iVierican Beauty rose at the baby
1 curi8ien inee nongo.
sttiuted against them
&Sp0 s3111
the youngster
showered
ey
ThSfl
School
Unique Factory
The first step In one of the most with ,rnaiona wnlca Miss MurPhy,
important educational developments later caiOfull . smelling them delibehich New York has ever known and rately proceed d tofle TPur. Two
one which may lead to developments of lion cube wen also christened with
the greatest importance, has Just been the names of Patfiu
anl Manila II.
completed here with, the commencement exercises in a factory in the
ANUK'ERSARY
PERIODICAL'S
district at
clothing manufacturing
Santa Pa, June 18. The' .New Mex
which 35 girls employed In the factory ico Journal of Education yesterday
reoeived their diplomas from the co celebrated IU tenth anniversary with
operative class Which was established the June number just from the prevs.
there last fall. The class was started Rupert F. Asplund, the publisher and
by the officers of the company In co editor, has made quite a success of
operation with the Board of education the publication and there Is hardly a
and is said to be the only one of its teacher In New Mexico who is not a
kind. Just what this means in the subscriber.
way of posslbllties among the Illiter
ate Is indicated by the statement of
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
one of the officers of the company
New York, June 18. Recent sellers
that within the last few months they
repurchased moderately today and
nave been able to eliminate 10 per
prices improved fractionally.
cent of the Illiteracy said to exist
The close was firm. Fluctuations
among the foreign born, so far as their narrowed steadily in the late dealings,
500 employes are concerned. A neatbut there was Increased speculation in
ly printed diploma tied with red certain bonds.
ribbon was presented to each of the
Rock Island1 debenture fives gained
35 graduating girls. It is hoped that
over three points.
the success of this first experiment
The last sales for the day were:
may lead to Its more general adoption Amalgamated Copper
,. 71
throughout the city. If such is the American Beet Sugar Refg
107V4
case it is believed that it will mark Atchison
99
one of the most important advances Northern Pacific
Ill
yet made in the history of the city's Reading .
164
educational progress.
93T4
Southern Pacific
"Invisible News Slander
155
Union Pacific
Just "because one happens to see a United States Steel
61
very material object Is no proof that United States Steel, pfd
109
it Is there. At least that is the startling ruling laid down by officials of
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
the city, even though this does run
Chicago, June 18. Perfect weather
against all established precedent. This in the harvest region
squthwest bad
remarkable state of affairs has epirie
to pass as a result of the order re- a bearish influence oa.JwheaLil,,Thei
'
opening, which ranged from.
cently Issued which caused the re- cent decline to a like
advance,, was
moval of all news stands and bootfollowed by a general sag, below last
black stands from City hall parK. As
level. The close was easy at
this park lies at the entrance
of nights'
cent net advance.
.shade
a
to
.Brooklyn bridge froni which several
ruled
, Corn
steady on account of
hundred thousand people emerge evcent
After starting
offerings.
light
ery day, the removal naturally attractmarket appeared Inclined to
ed considerable interest When, a few up, the
within those limits. The close
days later, stands reappeared in the keep
cent off to
was unsettled
park, real stands from which real
with
last night
cent
up compared
newspapers were purchased, curiosity
oats firm.
made
shorts
Covering
by
was aroused 6s to hcrtf they came to
were narrow.
be there again. - Wen inquiry was Price changes, though
Provisions rose with hogs. The
made at the office of the park comwas as follows:
close
missioner as to how the stands came
Wheat, July 83; Sept. 81.
to be back In the ofd places, It was
Corn, July 69&; Sept. 67.
stated that the stands were not there
at all and that the men in the employ Oats, July 39! Sept. 38.
Pork, July 120.77; Sept. $20.20.
of the park commissioner knew this
Lard,
July $10.12; Sept. $10.30.
because if the stands were there, they
Ribs, July $11.55;,, Sept. $11.57.
could be seen. In answer to the statement that the stands were there again
KANSAS CITY LIVE 8TOCK
in the park it was said that they were
Kansas City, Jun 18. Hogs, re
not there officially because the commissioner's office did not see them but ceipts 5,000. Market strong. Bulk
packers
ignored them. Whether every official $8.108.25; heavy $8.258.30;
and
hutchers
lights
$8.108.27;
connected with the department finds
it necessary to close his eyes or look $88.20; Ulgs $7.508.
Cattle, receipts 1,600. Market stea
the other way when in the vicinity
to strong. Prime fed steers $8.60
dy
of City hall park, has not yet been
9.10; dressed foeef steers $7.60
discovered. Meanwhile, the fact re
mains that the stands are there and 8.50; western steers $ 6. 75 8. 75;
cows
doing business and that the park com- southern 'steers $6.258.40;
stock-er- s
heifers
I6.7$9;
mission's office Insists they are not $4.257.50;
and feeders $6.407.85; bulls
there because they cannot be official'
ly seen. AsMe from Its amusing as- $5.507; calves $610.
Sheep, receipts G.O00. Market stea
pect the situation is rather confusing
and will probably have to go to Mayor dy. Lambs $89.25; yearlings $6.25
ethers $5.256.25; ewes
7.15;
Mltchel for final settlement,
stackers and feeders
$4.EO5.50;
In
Interest
j
Yacht Races
Never before In the history of the $2.507.
yacht races for the America's cup has
interest and enthusiasm developed so
....
early and so widely. Never before
have there trial boats been huilt for
the purpose of securing the speediest
defender possible. Two boats hare
competed in elimination races before,
and the yachting world has not yet forgotten the roar of protest which went
np from Boston when the race committees rejected Tom Lawson's boat;
a number of years ago. With the
races still three months away It Is already becoming apparent that they
will he witnessed by the biggest throng
which ever followed such an event.
Owners of all sorts of craft from the
ittle "put-put- "
power boats to big
steamers expect to reap a golden harvest and It is probable that op the
days of the races of New York's water front will present the most deserted .appearance that it has shown In
decades. ,, Some of the small boat
bwners are doomed to disappointment
9 Mimr
!inthelr dreams, of easy money, however, for Inspections are certain to be
very strict, with much less latitude in
the way of crowding the boats than
In the past However, It will be a
mighty fleet which will steam and
sail out to Sandy Hook on the day of
the first race, and probably the most
remarkably varied collection of craft
which New York has even Been.
Gotham's Biggest
New York's largest baby weight 80
pounds has Just been christened with
much pomp and ceremony.
The Infant, It should be understood, Is not
human. Instead. It is the latest offAPPOSITE
spring of Miss Murphy the giant hippopotamus of the Central Park Zoo.
CASTANEDA
The christening took place In the
j ) I
tank In which Miss Murphy makes her
HOTEL
home. The water had been drawn off
the occasion and the tank hanked with
roses and carnations. At the
gienjia
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The Mora Gem

i

Stone

AjNw Mexico

Found In Mora County
We are showing these stones in the
ctystals as they are found, 'as well as

cut ready (or mounting.
They range in hardness between the
Topaz and Sapphire.

Not an imitation of the Diamond, but
a bright white stone, "
'

"l

Call and See Them at

TAUPERT'S
tMlHMM

CALIFORNIA
SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES
LOS ANGELES & SAN DIEGO

S45.50

FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP
.

Tickets On Sfale:

JUNE 20. 21, 27, 28. JULY 4, 5, 11, l2, iS, i9,
'AUGUST ii, 2, 8, 9, 15, 1 6, 2223, 2$, 30th.

25,6.

Final limit from date of sale 60 day?. Ticket are first
at any point both' going and
class and good for itop-vers

return journeys.

.

-

.

--

-

-- t-

D. L BATCHELOR. Agent.

G OA L

I

WOOD

HB

MOEY
SWASTIKA COAL

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

,

,

WHO LIES ALE AND RETAIL
Dm

W. C OND ON

fhonm MmlnSt

a,

Phil LeNolr.
with

FELIPE DELGADO
The Boy With the Wonderful
Soprano Voice.
Also 10 Picked Boys From the
Famous Y. M. C. A. Boy'
Class
NO. 2

Photoplay Theatre
(Friday Night Only)

:

JThree Tickling Comedies
By Edwin Ray Coffin
The New Mexico Playwright

-:

SCHOOL

18, 1914.

j

ENDMEN

60-6-

--- 45

JUNE

Jit-fle-

70-7-

REPORT FILED
June 18. The Pyle Mem
a.nta
'offal School of Taos, a Presbyterian
mission school, today filed its annual
statistics with the department of ed
ana
ucation. The value of its building
exthe
$1,950,
at
equipment ie given
at
$1,460. The
last
year
penditures
Li.
teachers are Ina F. Scott and Clara
o
included
.
(enrollment
The
rnncorte.
BENEFIT' OF GOOD ROADS
of whom 60 were
Good roads- - always contribute to 56 boys and 30 girls
KSSS, W 153
American.
the social advancement of the com- Spanish
cities
and
munity. - While the towns
LIBERAL
COMMISSIONERS
are greatly benefited by good high
board of
18.
The
June
to
Fe,
Santa
ways leading from the country
voted to
has
are
commissioners
rural
county
people
and
towns
cities,
the
of
because
County Superinpay the expense
the gT eater beneficiaries,
to attend the
V.
account
on
John
Conway
tendent
advance
farmers not only
meetof the saving In marketing their pro National Educations association
next
PauL
month,
St.
at
Minn,
their
social,
ing
ducts, but they improve
Bernaleducational and religious standing, be- following the example of the
have
who
commissioners
Is
there
illo county
cause of good roads. Reall
of send- sum
the
roadafor
Bor
purpose
a
voteil
for
no argument
Atanasio
ssainst building and maintains good in? County Superintendent
Paul.
St.
to
Ranch.
MoDtoya
roads. Farm and

Pr

GOTHAM

JUNE

WOMAN I

In the beautiful Eden of every wom
'
an's heart lives a small serpent of
perversity. Some cage it securely in
rigid conventions some hide it in a
riot of smiling flowers and some
strangle It for love. But It Is never
forgotten and often revenged. M. M.
Fi. Lean d re.

.,
,

LOTTERY IS GOOD

THURSO'

NO. 3

Z

Vegas Theatre
(Friday Night Only)

Three Beels of, the Best
Universal Films

8Lid Felipe Delga.do
The Boy Soprano

Admissions
Browne

(25 cents).
Photoplay (20 cents.)
Vegas (10 cents.)
TAKE 'EM ALL IN AND HELP
US ADVERTISE LAS VEGAS
BUY YOUR TICKETS
From the Boys Every Ticket
They Sell Means a Credit on

Their Camping Trip.
This is a Case Where
"EVERY TWO BITS HELPS"

;

Bacharach's Big June
Clearance Sale

and 12 Off All Over.the Store
t

-

--

V:

Get Your Commercial Club Picnic
Fleets Here for June 19 t
St o nit or Quality"

vJ
E.LasVecas

YARNER'Sv

til)

N.M:

RUSTPROOF
COSSETS

V

THURSDAY.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPT l&.

JUNE

H. S. Douglas and daughters. Misses ventures of a Mighty Monarch,"
IN
Gertrude and Fannie Douglas, of New Vitagraph comedy with Johnny
Orleans, La., arrived in Las Vegas yes- ny; "The Catch of the Season;
and
terday afternoon and will be here for hin rnme.lv with Earl Metcalf
several days as visitors with friends Hiram's Hotel," a Kalem comedy with
MAY
John Brenen and Ruth Roland. At
related
is
Mr.
relatives.
and
Douglas
M.
A.
and
Houten
Van
Mr. and Mrs.
the Vegas besides the singing of Feli
to D. T. Hosklns of this city. .
3. H. Rlcker of Shoemaker drove In
Delgado, the boy soprano, mere
pe
END
last night for a short visit here.
will be a two reel feature drama, "The
Ted Brash of Oklanoma City, Okla.,
Eclair
an
picHighwayman's Shoes,"
came in last night and will visit rela- FIRE LADDIES PLAN BIG
and a one reel comedy "His Rich
ture,
tives here for the next few weeks,
it,
(Continued From Page One.)
Uncle ," by the Crystal company.
afteri Mrs. L. E. Trainor left this
TIME FOR FOURTH The program at the Browne Is as
noon for Los Angeles, Calif., where
ministration officials said today they
'
follows:
U ti .vi.j
'
she will Visit relatives for the next
still had hopes for a successful out
7:33
TO BE OFMANY ATTRACTIONS
come of the mediation at Niagara
few months.
Two reels of pictures. .
FERED BY E. ROMERO HOSE
P. H. Morgans, connected with the
Falls they were more doubtful than
:00
AND .FIRE COMPANY
state engineer's office at Santa Fe,
they have been at any time, probably
Opening Chorus.
conference began.
rame in' last night for a short bust
Song, "See Them T. M. Fellers," since the
.
cele
of
Fourth
The
usual
here.
July
close to the president felt
big
visit
Officials
aM
by Johnny Burks.
Mrs. Florence Saxon, Miss Esther" bration that t is given yearly by the
that Senor Rabasa's published note of
Jokes.
Zimmerman and Russell Zimmerman, E. Romero Hose ana ire company
on a Chicken (yesterday disclosed anew that the
Song, "Picking
"
reneated this vear. and the
win
Mexican delegates are consistently bold
all of the Peru, Ind., came in
Bone."
Ing out for a Huerta adherent for the
'day evening and will spend several Present Diana are to make this cele
5. Jokes.
President
weeks In Las Vegas as visitors.
bration better than ever. Several 6. Ballad by Felipe Delgado.
presidency.
provisional
W. J. Black, passenger traffic man- committees are already at work tor
Wilson Is equally determined In his
7. Jokes. ......
a man approved by
ager for the Santa Fe Railway com- the affair.
8. Song, "Do You Take This Woman view that unless
is cbosen the
constitutionalists
the
Fh"
During the afternoon of the Fourth
Wife?"
pany with. headquarters at Chicago,
Lawful
by
for Tour
and
will
be
kinds
new
staged,
all
races
of
Las
Vegas yesterday
provisional government will be
H. IjeNoir.
passed through
a band will be at the park during the 9. Jokea.
in trouble from the outset
afternoon' on his way to California.
said that
White House officials
afternoon.
M. J. Thurlson and G. B. McCutchen,
10. Trio, Burks, LeNoir and Blood.
will be the
dele
American
the
of
nvenine
tho
in
there
spent
the
Colo.,
when
Denver.
of
men
reply
business
11. Closing Chorus.
an attracnote was
Rabasa's
to
Senor
of
fireworks,
repairs
usual
while
awaiting
display
gates
here
yesterday
published, it would be a sufficient ob
on their automobile. They are trav- tion which draws the people from
in both sides of, the river to the Plaza. INTERESTING
PROGRAM
of the attitude of the United
Los
Angeles
to
Denver
jection
from
eling
A band concert will also be conducted
States.
a. racing machine.
Mrs. durine the evening.
Harry Kelly, son of Mr. and
FORTDE PICNIC
announcement
official
Poker Chip Money
Although no
H. W. Kelly, returned last night from
at- has been made there will probably be
Tampico, Mex., June 18. (via Lar
Denver, Colo., where he has been
Har- a big baseball game at Amusement BRIEF ADDRESSES TO HELP THE edo. Tex., June 18.) The German
tending school for the past year.
his nark on July 4 or 5 which will be a " GOOD TIME ALONG IN THE . cruiser Dresden anil the British cruis
with
ry will remain in this city
er Bristol, returned from vera uruz
summer.
the
CANON TOMORROW
big attraction. The Fourth of July
parents for
today bringing the German and British
J. W. Shaw, manager of the Cable falls on Saturday this sear ana tor
mean a two days'
All arrangements for the big Com- consuls, who went for conference with
Piano company of Denver, Colo., was most everybody will
- '
thO
Both had a long con
at
.l.,Vv
nUni
today
nmAT(W
Las
visitor
vacation."
in
Vegas
i their ministers.
business
a
iiit:ii;icu uiuu
stated that business conditions In From present indications Sunday, GalHnas canyon were completed this feren.ce with the Spanish consul here
.
v
,
New Mexico and Colorado were show July 6, Will be observed 10 some ex aftertlOOn ana tomorrow muraius
immeuiaicij vu
ih connection o'clock hen' the three blasts from attitude of constitutionalist .autnon-thas
a
result
the
fire
boys
tent
by''
improvement
general
ing
flrn wlilstle announce the begin- - I ties towards Spaniards.
of the partial settlement of the Colo with the . Fourth of July celebration.
.
...
I
OvnAVI
on
be
will
con
acts
given
excellent
free
Vha narade.
crop
Tne currency raraiue uauJ uut
the
and
Two
nii
strike
. a Jolly
- . gooa aay
rado
big
r
...0 nt
carnival
two
sesin
as
a
relieved and continued aeinmem 10
the Plaza on this ?ay
dltions in both states as well
for the students of the summer
afternoon
the
Unl'
this
that
will
Normal
during
all business. Boxes of celluloid poker
Mexico
Shaw
Mr.
bands
Kansas..
play,
predicted
sion of the New
'
'
started.
f"'
eood condition of business. will con and evening. ;
be
will
chips are now circulating as smal
tne versity
this afternoon an change.
tinue and make next year far above the
Southard
During the W?ek following
W
P
s
.nmival comnany. con- - nounced that several automobiles were
i. UUi i" " wt
present one from a
20
concessions and eight big secured yesterday afternoon and this
slatlneof
shbwe will play in this city under tne morning which swells the number LABOR TROUBLES IN
auspices of the tire company.
close to 90 machines. All autolsts have
Tmiver- promised to be at the Normal
BUTTE NEAR END
be-nwill
there
and
sity promptly
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PEOPLES BANK

TR.UST CO.

L

114,220.00

PAID IN CAPITAL,

MEDIATION

)

of
Since its organization this Bank has consistently and constantly devoted its effort to the opblldlng
a safe and conservative banking Institution.
Its constant and steady rowtli Is conclusive evidence that Its effort are appreciated by the banking
there la ample space for more Wa enpublic. Hundreds of satisfied customem are now on our book, but
Aik
the man, woman, firm or corporalines.
In
all
service
deavor to give our patrons the best of banking
tion that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY.

NEVER

A

Make This Bank Your.Bank.

i

mi

We

Pas2$

on Checking Accounts

Cordial Welcome to All Visitors
on Time and Savings Accounts
We Pay 4
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OF COUNCIL HELD
ORDINANCE COVERING CONTRACT
IN WATER MATTER HAS
READING
r ..
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Opportunity

A
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Crystal Crrnery

Good? To

MEETING

fi

BEAUTIFUL La France Blue Underflow 4 '.Piece Dinner Set given
of Crystal' But-ter- .
for coupons., One coupon will be found in each carton
The complete set will be delivered to you for 25 coupons and $3.75
in cash. These dishes are guaranteed by one of the oldest and largest
as well.
pottery concerns in America and by ourselves

.''u.
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As soon as the students are aboard xWP SENTIMENT OF ALL PAR
wlU
A.
the machines the big "motor-cade-"
T
TIES SEEMS NOW TO BE
start. The parade will pass up Kigntn
PEACE
FOR
street to the Sanitarium, then down
Sixth street, following the street
TJntto Mnnt . June 18. With two
car tracks.
of the Becessionists of the
mMtintn
All automobile owners are urged not
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w
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YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
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Chicago
9 1
Boston Batteries: Zabel, Humphries and
a nd
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R.H.E.
Afternoon Game
" 2
Chicago 7 11 0
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'

1
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1

Ber
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At Indianapolis
1
8
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RADIUM'S CORE

1914.

T5he

OPTIC

CAN
NOT REACH DEEPER EXTENSIONS OF DISEASE

The radium treatment ofcancer has
aroused public discussion only equall
ed In sensationalism by the popular
furore over the Friedmann treatment
for tuberculosis. That this substance
has eouie value In the treatment of
cancer cannot be denied, but unfortunately the public has gotten an exaggerated impression of its, effects
and radium has been hailed as the
specific cure for malig
nant disease.. In the belief that a
statement of results would be useful,
the American 'Society for the Control
of Cancer recently asked Dr. H. H.
Janeway of New York to prepare an
article on this subject yhich has Just
been published in The Journal of the
American Medical Association.
Dr. Janeway discusses the results
secured with radium at the four prin
cipal institutions in Europe where it
has been employed under the most
favorable conditions, vi2: Paris, Lon
don, Vienna and Heidelburg. The re
ports from each of these European in
long-waite- d

stitutes

justify ', the statement that
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RESTAURANT

AND CAFE

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBTAINABLE

.

ALWAYS HANDLES'

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

TJMT

DOUBTFUL

LOBBY

TK1 BIST

OF CANCER

TOR CLASSIFIED ADVER-

TISEMENTS

LODGE NO. 2, A. F.
A. M. Regular com-

munication first and
third Thursday
in
each month, visiting
bothers cordially in- -

vlted. Uuy M. Cary, W. M H. 8. Van
Petten, Secretary,
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY,

NO.

t

FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
N
102 Meets every
Monday nlgal
0. R. C. ball, on Douglas arasaa
i o'clock. Tisltlng members are at
dlally welcome. J C. Werts, Pfeff
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; S, I,
Bally, Treasurer.
F. O. E.

Meets first and third Vaap
day evenings each month at Weo
men hall. Visiting brothers cordis
ly Invited to attend. C. N. DouglaA
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

Five centa Dr Una each Inaertlon.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Rag
Eatlmate tlx ordinary word to Una.
Yvea-i- f
ilar conclave
No ad to occupy leia apaca than two
Cay la each meat at MaAll advertlaementa
lints
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will ba booked at apaca actually aat
M. Smith, E. C; Chaa. Tamme, Re
without regard to numbar of word a.
corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.

Ylt

fja

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO.
AL ARCH MASONS Reg

X,

LOCAL TIME CARD

ROY

lar con
vocation first Monday in
East Bound
each month at Masonic
remple at 7:M p. m. p. No. I.... 7:20 p. m
A. Brlaegair, H.
P.; f. o. No, 4. ...11:54 d. m
;
m
No.
Blood, Becretary.

It....

No.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGA8

1:25 p.

7:46 a. &
11:61 n.
m

m.....
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For Sale

--

radium exerts a selective and destruc
tive action ofo the majority of cancers,
but that this action never reaches to
the more distant extensions of the
deeper and more eerious forms of the
disease. In fact there is good ground
for belief that unless the greatest
care is used in the application of ra
dium the more distant portions of
the cancer will be stimulated to more
active growth,. All users of radium
emphatically express the belief that
no operable cancers except those of
the skin should be treated by radium
In preference to operation. The true
position of radium at present is that
it does not cure the disease unless1
the cancer is superficial or is of a
variety particularly susceptible to Its
influence.
For the last nine years Dr. Wlok-har- a
of Paris has treated 1,000 cancer
patients at the Laboratoire biologique
du radium, and has found that while
the influence of radium on all types
of cancer is favorable, its effects do
not extend to the limits of the dis
ease in any but the most superficial
HUNKER A HUNKER
varieties. The Radium Institute of
London treated 467 cases during 1912 George A. Huniter. Chester A. Hanket
Attornya-at-LaNo patient has been classified as
Laa
East
Yegaa. New Mexico
not
cancer
is
since
regarded
cured,
as cured until at least three years
have elapsed without recurrence of
MONUMENT CO
the disease. Of 101 patients with the
Albuquerque, N. M.
slow growing, benign form of cancer
215 E. Central
of the skin, 31 were apparently cured,
23 Tears practical Experience.
41 were improved and 12 did not Im E. A. JONES
W. W. BOWERS
In cancer of the rest of the
prove.
body 15 cases were apparently cured,
DR. ADELAIDE B. LEWIS
150 improved and 45 did not improve.
Osteopathic Physician
At the Vienna Radium Institute, of
Office Crockett Building
34 patients treated for all forms of
cancer, 6 died during treatment, 11 Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m.
Residence Phone Main 384
were essentially Improved, 6 were
slightly Improved and three were
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
made worse. At the Samaritan hos
pital in Heidelburg improvement was by local applications, as they cannot
produced In about half of the cases, reach the diseased portion of the ear,
but no patient was cured. The est- There is only one way to cure deaf
ablishment-of
the fact that we have ness, and that Is by constitutional
y
an agent which will remedies. Deafness is caused by an
in
even specifically affect cancer Is of inflamed condition of the mucous linvery great importance.. No other ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
agent has been discovered which in this tube Is inflamed you have a rumany degree approaches its effective bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
ness. But from the evidence at baud when it is entirely closed. Deafness is
it is clar that at present radium may the result, and unless the inflamma
only supplement but not replace sur tion can be taken out and the tube
restored to its normal condition, hear
gical treatment
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
'
G. O. P. CONVENTION
which is
but an inflamed conTacoma, Wash., June 18. The re dition of nothing
mucous
surfaces.
the
publican state convention was called
We will give One Hundred Dollars
to order here today with a full at
for any case of Deafness (caused by
tendance of delegates. The principal
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
a
to
is
frame
work of the convention
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for curcu-platform for the coming state cam
lars, free."
paign and to ratify the action of the
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio,
in
republican national committee
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
.
changing the basis of representation
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiin the national conventions.
pation. Adv.
JONES-BOWER-

radio-activit-

For YOU!

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
you

1.

rtalb

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
841
1. 0. of B. B.
Meets every feat Tnes

day of the month In the vestry rooms
uf Temple Montefiore at I o'clock
m. Visiting brothers are
cordially In
vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
Greenclay, Secretary.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays oi
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul; O. Laemmle, Oerk;
. W
Local Deputy. ' Tlsltlm
Montague,

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

3

S on
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ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
6KNUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD

LaJ

y

SILVER
FRENCH- tREY (STER-

members are especially welcoae ans
cordially invited. KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
'ourth Thursday In O. R. c. hall,

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.

LING) FINISH
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tained in this city frbn
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ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 Ibe., or More, Each Del vary ,
1.000 Ibe, to 2,009 Ibe., Each Delivery
200 Ibe, to 1,000 Iba, Each Delivery
50 lbs, to 20t Iba., Each Delivery
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AGDA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Btorers, aad Dlttrlhutor ej Fataral lea, the rarlti WS
Laatlae Qualities el Whleh Bave Made Ls Tefas Tameaa.
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE
I

"

COMMENCEMENT

AT CLARK

Worcester, Mass., June 18. Many
distinguished visitors participated in
the commencement exercises at Clark
university today. The address to the
graduating class was delivered by Dr.
Romulo S. Naon, the Argentine min
ister at Washington, who selected for
hla topic "The Moral Sense of the
People Ae a Condition of Success In
a Democracy ,H

fifth annual commencement today.
The address to the graduates was de- verod by Frederico Alfonso Pezet,
o Peruvian minister to the United
States.

k
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LODGE NO.
wett sound
Meets every Mnnrin.'
Arrive
Detail
their hall on Sixth etreet All
1:36 . tS
visiting No. 1.... 1:10 p. m
brethren cordlallv tmrito
- - v tvw aiuauu. No. I.... 6:35 a. m
(:4I a. A
J. FrledenstlrjA v n .
t,
No. 7.... 4:20 p. m..... 4:3t p. sb
. n
V fl
P
m
mwwa,
p.
secretary; Karl nil, .... 9. no if. 1U...., !.
FOR SALE At a bargain , four room TtTAirfa m
V. Hedgcock,
xreasurer;
U
house with sun room, well, city waCemetery Trustee.
ter, two lots, 1203 Eleventh, street
Address Box 244 E. Las Vegas.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets
second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
FOR SALB-Sm-all
ranch near Hot month EUcs" home on Ninth atrftet
Springs. For information see Frank and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
LeDuc, Plaza west of. Vegas Thea are cordlaMy Invited. Wm.
IL Springter.
This
er, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
Silver
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
KNIGHT3
AND LADIES OF SECUR-ITY- ,
Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladlei
-- if
use
COUNCIL ,No. 2390 Meets in
General Massage, Hair and 8calp
O. R. C. halt Douglas avenue, on
the
Treatment, Facial Massage, ManK
EMPRESS
first and third Tuesdays of each
cure, Chiropody.
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knlghte and
Steam Laundry Building
FLOUR
Ladies always welcome. O. L. FreePhone Vegas 128
man,
Miss
Cora
President;
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A, V. Morrow, Local
Las Vega,
New Men
It
giving you
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
a
present for doMontague
Assistant Deputy, 1011
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
Sixth etreet, East Las Vegas, N. M.
ing something
Oantlat
you'd do suiy
Dental work of toy description at
L. O. O. MOOSE Meets
second
and
1
C
moderate prices
d O
t1
way when you
fourth Thursday
evening each
Z
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
learn how Much
month at W. O.
. halL
VialUng
J
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411 brothers
S
" s
cordially invited. Howard
BefferEMPRESS
Davis, Dictator; p. A. Llm 8eoretry!
I
39
FLOUR
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ELEPHANT BUTTE IN MOVIES
Santa Fe, June 18. C. J. Blanchard, statistician and publicity man of
the reclamation service, hae arranged
to take moving pictures this week of
the work on the Elephant Butte dam,
las well as of operations under the
ditches of the Meeilla valley. - These
pictures are to be featured in the New
Mexico building at the San Diego ex'
position.
.

ADDRESS BY PERUVIAN MINISTER
NEW COMPANY APPROVED
Oxford. O.. June 18. Members of
Santa Fe, June 18. Superintendent
the senior class of Miami University of Insurance Jacobo Chaves after ex
received their deexees at the seventy- - amining the Interstate Casualty and

1

75e

Guaranty company of Albuquerque
had approved its application for a certificate to do business in New Mexico
and this has been Issued by the state
corporation commission,
i

.
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If you have been neglecting to
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subscribe for The Optic NOW IS THE TIHE TO TAKE
THE PLUNGE
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with each yearly subscription Paid In Advance. There is no increase in price. The
Optic will cost you exactly the same as you would pay for it at the monthly rate of 65c
and you get the electric Iron

THESE IRONS are under an absolute guarantee by the Las Vegas Light and, Power
Co. They have been given a 64 DAY TEST Think of it! FIFTEEN HUNDRED AND
THIRTY SX HOURS OF STEADY CURRENT and still as good as new.
THE OPERATING EXPENSE is about the same as the cost of fuel in ironing the
old way.
THE DIFFERENCE IS that with a Williams Electric you turn the switch and in
THREE MINVTES the iron is ready to use. All the heat is concentrated on the
iron, not a bit of it escapes, you can iron without interruption until you are through, and

b

the IRON IS HOT. Whereas, by the old method, you will burn a bucketfull of coal getting
the irons ready to use and heat up the whole house in the meantime, tramp back rind forth after fresh Irons and
to pour bucketfull after bucketfull of coal into your already red hot stove and YOU ARE HOT while YOUR IRONS
YOU ARE COOL while

'T'!

ARE COOL.

The Optic for

lbor

saving-convenien-

ce

nTF

IC PU

'

whole year and this
is only

You may Bring your check to the Optic Office and get your iron.
and the Electric Iron will be delivered to your door.

in rr rn nn nnr n
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Mail it or give it to the Carrier
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MUTUAL THEATER 1

TONIGHT
o.t 7:43
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Fancy Plums
Fancy Apricots

"Shorty's Sacrifice"
Broncho 2Re.l Feature
"A Suspended Ordeal"
nsystor.e

us a standing order for
bread for the next few months.
Consider the possible effects
of working In a hot kitchen, the
trouble and worry, and compare
it with the easy method of letting our bakery ao the work.

7:45

Fresh Bakery Goods of All
Kinds Every Day

Opera Bar. Adv.

Get your Commercial club picnic
hats here for June 19. Bacharach'e.

Stearns' Store

BEULAH

Prevention is better than ewe

at

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood

Ad vi

Not Already
give

Tag day Friday, June 26.

Rye at th

If You Have

Done So

LOCAL NEWS

Light automobile lamps
o'clock thje evening.

You Want Them

I

J. H.

YORK

,

.' Pinch's Golden. IWefdlng Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

GROCER & BAKER

Commercial : club picnic Hats at
The Royal Neighttors will meet to
O.
Bacharach's. Adv.
morrow night at 8 o'clock in the
H. C, hall. All members are urged to
Piano tuning, Vegas references, two
attend.
tunings, $5.00.i O. K. Elchman, Phone
Auto Livery See me for prices. Main 113. Adv.
Leave orders at Central Hotel office or
F. C. Hooker made application for
phone Schaefer Drug Store. H. R.
Parker. Adv.
bounty on one coyote killed near his
home at Ojitos Frios today. ApplicaDr. Frank, H. H. Roberts will con tions filed yesterday afternoon were
'
duct., the, services at the funeral of Francisco ' Lopez, two coyotes and
the iajta, Cornelius C. Van Horn. Sat- two wild cats, 'killed near his home
at San Jose; Trinidad Labato, one
urday, afternoon.
coyote killed near his home at Mes-tenN. M.
The regular meeting of the Wood
men of the World will be held this
Automobile stage line to Mora trievening at the W. O. W, ball on :Sixth
street All members are., .requested to weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Satbe present, as business of Importance urday, leaving Las Vegas postoffice
8 a. m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m.
is to come up.
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
The Benedict club, composed of the 5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
younger men of the Westside, has one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
arranged for a bigdance tomorrow for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
night at the armory.. The dance will 419 Railroad avenue, Phone Main 307.
be a jolly affair and a large attend
Adv.
;
ance iB expected. Admission is by in
vitation.
The San Miguel County Fuir association," through its secretary, Chester
M. Greenberger, who underwent an Hunker, this morning announced that
operation at the Las Vegas hospital the $500 given by the state for presome time ago, was removed to his miums offered at county fairs, has
home yesterday. Mn. Greenberger is been secured for this year's fair and
recovering rapidljr, and expects to be that the association 1$ now ready to
at his place o .business within the begin arrangements..
Mr. Hunker
next week.
stated this morning that the associawith
tion is desirous of
Arrangements are now pending the Commercial club in this matter
with Dr. W. T. Brown of Valmora for and will consider any agreement beanother baseball game between the tween the association and the Commarried men of Wagon Mound and mercial club.
those of this city at Valmora on July
4. Final announcement will probably
HARVEVS IS OPEN
be made within a short time.
34th season of this famous mountain resort. Carriage out every SatJudge D. J. Leauy heard 37 tax urday morning, returning following
cases yesterday of parties seeking to Friday; charge, including passage
have the 20 per cent raise, fixed by both ways $10. Special rates for long
the state board, reduced to the er time. Address East Las Vegas,
amount first fixed by the county com Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's
missioners. The entire forenoon was or Plaza hotel. Adv.
!
(IR
spent in the hearing of the complaints.
RESOLUTION BY SHERMAN POST
Work h.as been started toward the
The regular monthly meeting of
improvement of the grounds at the Sherman post No. 1, department of
Elks' home under the direction of E. New Mexico, Grand Army of the Re
E, Veeder.,,, Grass has been planted public, was largely attended last
and before the summer ends the ant Tuesday evening. Two new members
lered folk's home will be one of the were admitted and the general rou
most attractive places in the city in tine business was conducted under
every way),
the impressive regular order by Post
Commander Dr. F. E. Olney, after
With the large number of beautiful which the following resolution was
young lady visitors, including the pret adopted:
ty Normal students and our own pop"Resolved, that Sherman post No.
ular girls,, how can we help having 1, department of New Mexico, Grand
a gay, Jolly time at the charity ball Army of the Republic, publicly ex
to be given by the Women's club on press their einoere and hearty thanks
Wednesday evening, July 1. Tickets to the Order
Elks for their cordial
1 per couple.
assistance in the memorial exercises
on Decoration day, May 30, last; also
Tomorrow night at the Normal hall to the Rev. S. Alonzo Bright for his
will occur the piano recital by Pro- excellent
address; to Rev. Norman
fessor E. E. Wentworth Layton and Skinner for his patriotic and impress
his pupils. The recital will begin at sive invocation; to Judge D. J. Leahy;
be the Las
8 o'clock and will undoubtedly
Vegas Symphony orchestra;
largely attended. The program, which the National Guard and all others
has been already announced in The who helped to; make the meeting a
Optic, will be an excellent, one.
success on Sunday, May 31."
Judge Leahy by his presence and
The committee in charge of the addresses at this meeting and at that
arrangements for the big Fourth of held by the Elks on June 14 sei a
July celebration that is to take place commendable example in public spirit
sb usual, on the Plaza this year, has and
patriotism to those who desire to
collected nearly $100 from the busi- stand for
good citizenship at this" time
ness men of the West side. This when a state of war exists not only
amount will be spent in making the in our sister
republic of Mexico but
year's celebration better than any also in our sister state of Colorado.
before.
The fast departing members of the
Grand Army of the Republic wish to
With the authorization from the impress upon the rising generation
city council to purchase 500 feet of the Importance of loyalty to the flag
new hose the local fire department of our country as the one way to
will have about 1,600 feet of
'preserve th country of Washington
hose, following the arrival of and Lincoln and advance us princithe purchase. The department has ples to the high Ideals they believed
needed this addition for some time in.
as the former length of hose was insufficient to fight a fire where plugs
WANTED
Clean cotton ragi
were not within easy reach.
Optio office.
,

Just Received
a shipment of dishes, glassware, enamel ware etc. Here
is just a few of our regular prices:
95c Doz.
1 Qt. Economy Fruit Jars..
k
42 Piece Set of Dishes, Gold or Pint and
......$5,00 Per Set
White
10c each
Glasses
Water
Thin Star Cut
-

48 Inch White Table Oil Cloth

................

25c Yard

Don't forget our line of Floor Paints, Screen Enamels
Varnish Stains Etc.
Come in get our prices try and try to beat them. It
-r
VJtcan't be done, we know.

Page Sample Furniture Store

Phone Vegas

507 6th St.

114

.

Not "Heavier Than Air
but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of It and see bow
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more ' than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other Is fully
equal to it Order a sack to-

IfnW

1

A-

-

Sy

T5he

day.'

I.

Las Vegas Roller Mills

'
Jefferson ikiynolds,, President
.
President.
Vice
E.
tS. B. Davis,
Reynolds. Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
HaUnt Reynolds. Cashier.

a

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.'

tf

Capital, $100,060CSurpIus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

Infevery department of Banking we
ore prepared7 to give the' best
i

:'

interest Paid oh

At

lie

.
e

-

- v

Time Deposlta

Home of the Best of Everything Eatable

Grants Hygenic Crackers

fire-fighti-

TIIEGRAAF&HAYVARDCO.STORE I

18, 1914.

HAPPY WEDDING LAST NIGHT
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
Shank, 513 East Douglas avenue, last
night occurred the marriage of Miss
Letha L. Shumate to Joseph Perry
Nash, both well known in Las Vegas.
Miss Shumate has long conducted a
studio of art and music here, and Mr.
Nash is the camera man for Romalne
Fielding. The ceremony was performed by Rev. J. Milton Harris before a few friends of the bride and
groom. After a brief honeymoon the
happy couple will take up their work
at the etiudio of Mrs. Nash on the
West side, where they will be at
home to their many friends.
,

1 1'

First Shew Sta.ria

Medium Size Cantaloupes

Fancy Peaches

M

I

Bridie St

Large Cantaloupes

Fancy Table Cherries

II II

JUNE

r

BUDGET

Beulah, N. M-- , June 15. Most flatthis
tering prospects all through
part of the country for a bountiful
harvest We have had an abundance
of rain which has fallen In gentle
showers, and) at intervals, to suit the
growing crops. Of course, with so
much moisture the range for stock
is ideal, we can compete with the
eastern markets in beef, and doubtless at a lower figure.
For once, the spring months have
passed without the killing of a single
bear on the Sapello. Perhaps this Is
owing to the fact that the county pays
no bounty for scalp.
A party of half dozen fishing folks
visited our canyon last week and another from Vegas this week.
Some of the older settlers have
balked on promiscuous fishing, and
refuse to furnish a boy to catch bait
for Btrangem
Miss Grace Barker is home now for
a few weeks, taking a rest, before leaving for a trip to visit relatives in
Colorado, Utah and Oregon. )3he may
teach in the schools of the laiter state
'
r"
for a' year or two.
Carl Brown, late of the mail carriers Of Las Vegas, is here for a few
days looking after the speckled trout
with hook and line.
.

OUR.
SECOND HAND MARKET

FOR THIS WEEK
1

Model 59 Over- -

lend J .

.

S650.00

.

1 Hupmobile, 1914 model, $850.00
1 Buick, 1911 model . . $250.00

1913 model
1 Viehle touring car
1 Ford

.

.

.

.

$250.00
$300.00

LAS VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.

IT

WEATHER NECESSITIES

OLYMPIA GASOLINE AND, PERFECTION
AND

OIL STOVES

OVENff

.

.

.

.

"ADVERTISED

LETTER LIST

Letters remaining uncalled

for, for

the week ending June 13, 1914.
Mrs. Peretera Archuleta; Mr. C. H.
Blood; Mr. Jesse Bradshaw; Mrs. Delia Barnes; Mrs. H. G. Coats; Mrs.
(JDavls;' Mr. Frederick H. Eastman;
Mr. W. E. Hinders; Mr. J. P. Herr;
Juyn Jose Gutierrez; Antonio Gomez;
II. McNamara; Mr. L LOatkes; Mrs.
II. G. Vaughn.
When calling for the above letters
please ask kfor "Aedvtised Letters."
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
BRONCHO

BUSTING

EXHIBITION

The broncho" busting contest that
has been postponed several times during the past week will be given tomorrow afternoon beginning at 3:30 o'clock at the Amusement park, according to an announcement this morning.
It is expected, that the automobile
parties returning from the piclnc at
the Hot Springs tomorrow, will attend
the contest on their way home and
those in charge of the exhibition say
that the program will not start until
the autos arrive.
P. L Smith, a cowboy of consider
able ability and one who has carried
off big prizes in contests all over the
west, will ride tomorrow afternoon
Smith will ride ,the outlaw horses that
are now at the park and will give sev
eral other stunts that will make his
share of the exhibition interesting.
'Fancy roping and many other fea
tures including a number of races
open to all, will be given and it is ex.
pected that the entertainment will be
largely attended. The admission will
be 25 cents.

COLORADO WASHOUTS

The Lowest Prices
All the Time

J. C. Johnsen

(&L

Sprv

TIRES AIID TUB
For the best on 'the market today see us.
Miller Non-Skior plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything need-e- d
for the auto.
n

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP

GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

Tin

--

iltJEY - LABOR

DELAY TRAINS
RAIN CAUSES
MUCH DAMAGE
AND LONG DELAYS
IN
RAILWAY SERVICE

As the result of a washout on the
river division of the Santa Fe railway
between La Junta and Sycamore, Col',
resulting from heavy rains in that
section, alj Santa Fe trains from the
east were late in arriving in Las
Vegas today. ;
Although, no official report has been
received, it is said that several miles
of track was washed away and that
the downpour between La Junta and
Syracuse was the heaviest seen in
years.
Train No. 3, due here at 6:35 o'clock
this morning, did not arrive until
3:30 o'clock this afternoon. Train No.
1 will arrive about 11 o'clock
tonight
and trains No. 7 and St, will arrive at
2:45 a. m., and 3 a. m. respectively.
A stub.train.was run from La Junta
Jthis morning and arrived here at 1:10
o'clock this afternoon, running on the
regular schedule of .train No. 2-- The
local officials believe that all trains
from the east will be on time tomorrow.
All trains from the west arrived on schedule.
Subscribe for The Optio.

Saved by Using

Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks
SOLD CY YOUR GROCER

-

ASK FOB

IT

f ST

THE HOUSE 'VJifE'S FRIEND

Moses Best

Flour

Better Bread and more loaves per sack.
-

SOLD BY AIL GROCERS

GROSS KELLY &.CO,

zz

Distributors

